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“As Witness, as Contemplator of the colonial dichotomies  
we all navigate, Brossy reminds us that we are each other.  

/is work’s deep ability to digest reality allowed me to  
release judgment in order to behold.”

—Rose B. Simpson

In this stunning collection, Chee Brossy forges a poetics of wonder, 
dailiness, and transformation. Here, the “sugar cane Coke” and “the leafy 
houseplant[s]” of the speaker’s daily life, those artifacts of routine, are 
revealed as glimpses into all that is unknowable, subtle reminders of “today’s 
mystery.”0 Indeed, Brossy’s work, with its understated approach and artful 
evocation, reads as a celebration of all that lies beyond what can be said 
in language.0 For Brossy, a meditation on the ine1able, with its innate 
poeticism and philosophical allure, is not merely an exercise in aesthetics; it 
is revealing of culture and of the body politic.0 Here, we witness questions of 
power, agency, and resistance bound up in what seem at 2rst like simple acts 
of perception and aesthetic pleasure. “A red-tipped fox trots lazily out.0/e 
knives adjust themselves in the dishwasher,” Brossy tells us in language 
that shines with lyricism and invention.0 He shows us, in fearful and loving 
detail, the “starlight vapor in our lungs” and the “terrible dust” within each 
one of us. “Strength runs through blood like horses,”0Brossy reminds us.0/is 
is a complex and ultimately transformative debut. 
0 0

C!"" B#$%%&0was born in Chinle, Arizona, and 
grew up in Red Mesa, Arizona. He is Diné, originally 
from Lukachukai and Wheat2elds, Arizona. He attended 
Dartmouth College, where he studied English and  
Native American Studies. His poetry and 2ction have 
appeared in0Den!er "uarterly, Sentence, Prairie Schooner, 
Red Ink Magazine0and elsewhere. He has worked as a 

reporter, basketball coach, English literature instructor, and fundraiser.  
He lives in New Mexico.
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INTRODUCTION

Diné poet Chee Brossy’s brilliant debut poetry collection begins with 
“1e 1awing of the World,” a story of emergence in which “we climb out, 
/ starlight vapor in our lungs, straining to breathe / a5er our long climb 
through the reeds.” 1ese starlight-touched creatures, the Diné, are the 
subjects of !e Strings Are Lightning and Hold Us In.

Brossy brings to the poetry time spent as a journalist, a writer of short 
4ction, and an athlete, a young man raised on the Navajo Nation, rooted 
in Diné values and language, but one who has also traveled and studied 
and lived o6 the rez. 1ese are poems from a man speaking among friends 
and relations. It is also a book about community and forgiveness and 
welcome: ‘the boy has returned from a long journey,/ summer sheep-herd, 
from college, from an unhappy marriage. / We say, Boy, you’ve come back.” 
History and tribal knowledge appear naturally in these poems, as do the 
pleasures of life on the reservation—the food, the light, the air, the sights 
and sounds and smells.

Poems are made, 4rst of all, of language, and Brossy’s care with language—
actually several languages, including Diné Bizaad, English, and Spanish—is 
evident throughout. Formally diverse, the book includes prose poems in 
blocks and in paragraphic stanzas, long line and short line poems, poems 
that tell stories and poems that resist the notion that we can know what 
led to what and why. A common procedure is to let events and images 
rub against each other to see what might be revealed. One might call this 
process quilting, as in the poem of that title, which begins “Four children 
play WWE in a patch of dirt,” then connects a child’s fort, family gardening, 
a bomber 3ying over a reservation school, the brutality of the Navajo Long 
Walk as commemorated in a quilt, a comic book artist whose superheroes 
look white, and a father chopping wood.

And there are many such quilts in the book: 1e quilt of history—the 
Long Walk, boarding schools, border town violence, relocation—and 
the quilts made of family relationships, intertribal relationships, urban 
Diné and reservation Diné, younger Diné dri5ing from tribal ways while  
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others participate in community life and learn the language even as they 
live lives o6 the reservation. Brossy’s approach throughout is largely non-
judgmental. Maybe it’s his journalism training, but he seems most interested 
in seeing the world in all its quilted complexity: “1e new punk rockers wail 
in Gorman Hall while the C-W dance thumps along next door in Nakai.”

Cultural knowledge is woven organically into the poems—a man pulls his 
hair out, a process that will “trigger other ills,” another man 4les a chainsaw 
chain seeking a particular angle, “an angle that would be named in the 
language, the lean of a horse’s shadow at sunset would be the name.” But the 
transmission of cultural knowledge is imperfect, endangered (sometimes 
comically so): “At the rodeo grounds the queen gives her acceptance speech 
/ in Navajo. Was that a story about her grandparents? Her dog?”

1e magni4cent prose poem sequence “Burntwater,” which ends the book, 
has as its source material a recorded conversation with Brossy’s grandfather. 
In this prose poem, Brossy employs all the strategies he has developed—
disjunction, association, modi4ed syntax—to translate a world that cannot 
quite be translated. A5er a series of wrenching stories, the poem and the 
book end, appropriately, with a young Diné man and his grandfather in a 
hogan, but a hogan embedded in the modern world: “We’ll stop here today. 
To the south the freeway rumbles trucks haul refrigerators and pipes. On 
the windowsill the metal stamps and thin brushes sprout from rusted cans. 
It’s cold. Even with the sun shining through the skylight I’ll have to build a 
4re.” I can’t help thinking that there’s a metaphorical connection between 
that 4re and this book.
 —Jon Davis, author of Abo"e the Bejeweled City
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DO WE STILL POLLEN YOUNG PINES 
 

Do weeds still choke the stream at Black Rock Spring 
Is the water still cold 
Is the dog unfed tied to a tree 
Is it still muddy 
Have grasshoppers eaten the 4eld or deer 
 
Do chainsaws still roar 
Does the chain still bite 
Does Alice shake her can of rocks 
Does the old home still stand 
Has the mud been blown away 
 between the logs to leave it skeleton 
 
Are the cows gone from the stock trailer 
 their shit still caked 
Does she visit every summer 
 our new home with old logs 
Does the hummingbird ever get out 
Is horny toad still spiked 
 in our hands, our throats 
 
Do we threaten 1ey come at night 
 and take your hair 
Is the house still half-built 
Do we still pollen young pines 
 praying for height 
Do bottles glint with sun 
Does mountain lion walk above us 
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Does the truck still kick up 
 a 4ne silt when we come through with a shovel 
Does bread still curl on the grill 
Are we still burning our children in the den 
Are we still searching for the Twins 
Has Reyonda come home or Daryl 
 
Does water still gush from the spring’s pipe 
Do we still 4st4ght for water 
Does the circle of juniper branches stand from last year 
Do we still see her bumping through the woods 
Does wind still sound 
 thick and roaring through those trees?
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BURNT WATER

T’áá!á’í

1e Hopis rode through here built a 4re from the oak and scrub cedar 
by the water the stream or pool now they call it Burntwater old women 
cooking around a 4re. My great grandmother cooked in the summer sitting 
her knees on the ground skirt spreading out steel grill laid over an open 
4re in shade house bits of dough crusting her 4ngers. Now a young woman 
cooks potatoes over a blue 3ame on a stove in her city apartment. Dohí 
dohí before you light the acetylene torch to imagine 4re shot from the sky 
my grandfather says before soldering bezel to silver bracelet loved one then 
sealing copper tubing with the same torch where the water’s leak busted 
frozen last night. I say I don’t know how to light a 4re. Tightly wound nylon 
holds the gas when I work it now over a large piece but the solder doesn’t 
3ow metal blackens the thatched roof has caught spark my love. When I 
call my grandfather Shicheii he answers hello Shicheii we share the name. 
Blackest metal driest winter swing the sun low behind glass windows bottle 
green sculptures. I taped him set the tape recorder between us on the table 
loved one do you understand the red light to catch every in3ection throat 
clearing gravel.
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Naaki

He said   My uncle killed a man by the train tracks in winter another tribe 
or white man. Brought his pistol. Trains stopped for the night he had to 
pay or he had to run I don’t know how he came to the ceremonies a5er that. 
From the police or from the killing. I’d see his face in the spring 4relight 
as pairs of men and women danced a slow step around the 4re wrapped in 
blankets the men wearing cowboy hats tilted up o6 their right ear so they 
could lean their heads close to the women. My uncle watched without 
watching sang without singing.

He said   She jumped o6 the cli6 ran and jumped o6 the cli6. One soldier 
leapt from his horse to stop her my great grandmother said (we called her 
nihimá mother) to round us up set 4re to our squash and melon 4elds smoke 
and ash like a summer 4re but bitter in your heart. 1ey found us camp4re 
morning eating in the low piñons surrounded on horseback blue coats and 
brass buttons. Father shot 4rst a snap in his neck bullet through forehead 
(she points) then 3eeing ri3e 4re everyone dead and crying. Only my little 
mother and I brisk spring morning air cold in my throat cold and alive. We 
had almost made it to the canyon and shelter pine sap sticks to your teeth 
you taste its mint in every meal so they are the same food corn meal prairie 
dog yellow gourd use a strand of hair to pull pieces from crevices in your 
molars. Birds sing 3it from tree to tree ahead of you as though it were any 
day. Come to the canyon’s edge with the soldiers dragging us tied with rope. 
She breaks free. Where is the order of the sun indi6erent meaning beats 
down on us she is 3uid in these last steps the trees melting into rock at the 
edge and leaps. 1e sun is too bright everything 3at and hard but she 3oats 
out. I miss her already. My little mother had stopped crying hours before 
she ran. I only heard my own tears. Now down. 1e sun’s cords touching 
the rock at the edge meant she was gone.
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He said   We met at the Indian school. A dry Nevada with dry mountains 
where I make jewelry and signs high up on sca6olding red paint on the 
window pane shirt sleeves ripped o6 for dexterity yellow billboards on 
Route 66. 1e road goes on forever just like you said but Nevada I can’t 
see anymore like my eye has cracked Nevada has fallen through every way 
I look. Six children so they could play with each other girls and one boy. 
In Flagsta6 I see racism course through the co6ee shops and schools. My 
brother opened a jewelry supply downtown. A prayer mountain on the north 
side Dook’o’oslííd we call it. 1ey made their own games drew them on 
cardboard I said I’d paint them. 1e winters would have our truck spinning. 
I do not know what to say to my children. 1e road is hungry no matter how 
many signs you paint or politicians you work for their visions shouted in 
4sts broken on mobs of our own people. Marriage is hard but that doesn’t 
matter. Back to Gallup always inching closer to home but never reaching 
it we did it for you is what I say. Place with the big stone chimney they call 
Gamerco so many places we lived but always you children played where did 
you play? Where did you play? Turn o6 the tape turn o6 the tape turn o6
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Táá’

To play in the mist this is the most important thing. 1e house we sit in is 
a hogan attached to a four-walled home old magazines from the 80s and 
90s on the bottom shelves. Old western movie video tapes under the TV 
in faded sleeves. If you drive north of the house on the dirt road over the 
rolling hills of piñon trees sagebrush and tea get down from your truck 
and walk west over low cacti the earth is sandy almost like the ocean’s edge 
and water used to cover us you can still 4nd white shells. You will 4nd 
Burntwater grove of trees and cedars yellow sandstone emerging from the 
loose earth in places where the Hopis camped and let their horses drink. 
But in the house in the hogan where the skylight so5 sun midmorning my 
grandfather cries and wipes tears from his face. His 4ngers look strange old 
and out of place against the face he rubs every morning to clear his eyes. I 
click the machine between us on the table slow but the echo of a gunshot 
and wait. We’ll stop here today. To the south the freeway rumbles trucks 
haul refrigerators and pipes. On the windowsill the metal stamps and thin 
brushes sprout from rusted cans. It’s cold. Even with the sun shining through 
the skylight I’ll have to build a 4re.


